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Chapter 2259
Lu Yongsheng glanced at George Han embarrassedly, then glanced at Lu Ruoxuan on
the side, not knowing what to do for a while.

The old God didn’t dare not listen, but he was from Lu Ruoxuan, and he knew better
who would decide the top of the Blue Mountains in the future. Naturally, this kind of thing
that overwhelms Lu Ruoxuan, even if the old God has something to say, he doesn’t.
Dare to do it rashly.

Lu Ruoxuan glanced at George Han angrily, nodded to Lu Yongsheng, and asked him to
do it directly.

Unlike the prodigal sons of the Ao family, Lu Ruoxuan is not stupid at all. Touching
Grandpa’s brow at this time is tantamount to asking for hardship. Once he annoys
Grandpa, George Han’s courtesy will not be uncomfortable. , His favor with grandpa will
inevitably be threatened.

After a while, as Lu Yongsheng returned, a luxurious sedan chair consisting of sixteen
people was carried over.

“Come, George Han, go up, go up.” Lu Wushen was very enthusiastic, pulling George
Han into the sedan chair.

George Han’s eyebrows furrowed tightly. Which one is Lu Wushen singing? However,
as Lu Ruoxin nodded, George Han sat on it.

“

Get up!” Lu Yongsheng shouted, and the sixteen people were proud of it. All the Lu
family children consciously gave up a gap. They knew better than anyone, no matter
who was sitting on the sedan chair, on this scale, the Lu family All children can avoid
and need to accompany them.

“Rely, George Han is so awesome. The top of the Blue Mountain actually carried him in
a sixteen-person sedan, and the patriarch of the Lu family only traveled on an
eighteen-person sedan. This guy…”

“It’s amazing that George Han is just amazing.” Isn’t he worthy of his ability? The magic
dragon has been around for thousands of years, and it has even been forgotten, but he
will never think that his life will come to an end someday?! George Han, really deserves
it. my idol.”

“The sixteen-person sedan not only shows that George Han is strong, but the most
important thing is that he will be stronger in the future!” Seeing others puzzled, he smiled:



“George Han and Lu Ruoxin appeared together, and George Han will also be Lu Ruoxin.
All of the moves of the Lu Family, even the strongest true god of the Lu Family nodded
and arranged the sixteen people to carry him in the big sedan chair. Don’t you
understand what this means?”

“You mean…”

“Exactly, George Han is already With his own strength, he won the position of Lu Family
Chenglong’s son-in-law.” The man laughed.

As soon as this was said, everyone nodded in agreement.

“From then on, this George Han is incredible. He made his debut as a casual person
and could already fight the top of Qishan and break through the eternal waters. Now he
is slaying dragons with only one hand, and his strength is so perverted that it is daunting.
Now , I have the top of the Blue Mountain as a guarantee for him again, I want to ask,
who will dare to provoke him in the future?”

“Yes, he just needs to raise his arms, not to mention that the Top of the Blue Mountain
will help him with all his strength. I am afraid that the young heroes will also respond.”

“George Han, George Han, really awesome, a role model of my generation.”

“However, on the other hand, the Blue Mountain Peak will also be very fierce in the
future. With George Han, the son-in-law of the dragon rider, it is like a tiger with more
wings.”

“

Where is Amelia Su ?” At this time, the 16-person sedan chair at the top of the Blue
Mountain had also set off. Lu Ruoxuan led the following, but he was upset. , From time
to time, I will look back.

Behind him, Lu Wushen had not kept up, but went hand in hand with Lu Ruoxuan.

The Lu Family’s true spirit seldom landed, and it was Lu Ruoxin who accompanied him,
not him, which made him extremely nervous and dissatisfied as the most favored of the
Lu Family.

Lu Wushen walked slowly, staring at George Han in front of him lightly, smiling slightly at
the corners of his mouth.

“Xin’er.” Lu Wushen smiled satisfied.

Lu Ruoxin hurriedly responded: “Grandpa, Xin’er is here.”

Lu Wushen smiled gently: “When does our grandfather and grandchildren need to be so
nervous when talking?”



Lu Wushen talked to her so gently and patiently. It was nothing in his life. Lu Ruoxin was
taken aback for a while, but instead smiled cutely. “Yes.”

Lu Wushen pointed to George Han in front of him: “What do you think of George Han?”

“Don’t worry, you don’t have to have any doubts.”

Lu Ruoxin nodded and said, “Although George Han is an earthling , But he is extremely
talented, and he is considered upright and courageous. The most important thing is that
Xin’er actually appreciates his deep affection and indomitable progress.”

“This is what you taught him the Beiming Four Soul Formation and Xuanyuan Sword
Formation. The reason?” Lu Wushen smiled.

Lu Ruoxin hurriedly stopped and knelt down when he acted, “Xin’er is reckless, please
grandpa to condemn him!”

“Convict?” Lu Wushen smiled, but there was a knelt that could really stop Lu Ruoxin in
his hand: “You What kind of crime is there, and how can it be condemned?”

“Xin’er did not get the consent of the family master and grandfather, but privately taught
the Lu family’s unique knowledge to others. Xin’er is guilty of death.” Lu Ruoxin did not
dare to neglect, and was panicked. Tao.

“Confused.” Lu Wushen scolded with a smile: “What do you call George Han teach
others? If you want me to say, not only do you have no sin, but you are my supreme
hero on the top of the Blue Mountains.

” My Lu family can be such a good son-in-law, it is simply a blessing to my Lu family,
Xin’er, you have done a very good job, and you have half the credit for the future of the
Lu family. I will praise you when I go back this time.” Lu Wushen laughed.

Lu Ruoxin

was stunned. It turned out that grandpa meant this… she wanted to refute, but Lu
Wushen’s words made her even more stunned. Lu Wushen will have half of her credit in
the future. Even though Lu Wushen said this, she said it was light and clear. But its
meaning is full.

“But… Grandpa, Xin’er and George Han did not… Besides, George Han has wives and
daughters, and has always loved them very much. Xin’er has asked him several times,
but he has been…” Lu Ruoxin was a little disappointed. The way.

“How can he be a member of his family after learning my Lu family’s skills? As for his
wife and daughter, how much does he love?” Lu Wushen suddenly dissatisfied.

“Very loving.”



“Very loving? Then don’t let them appear!” Lu Wushen said angrily, and at the same
time a strong pressure was quietly released.

“Xin’er understands.” Lu Ruoxin said with a pale expression, not daring to pant.

Lu Wushen took a deep breath, and his attitude eased a lot. He looked at George Han
and murmured: “Xin’er, George Han is a thing of the earth. I shouldn’t have given him a
chance. Picking me on the power of the eight directions, but now the immortal sea and
the medicine god pavilion are one gas, which makes me have unprecedented pressure
on the top of the blue mountain. If George Han can be used by my Lu family, it can also
relieve the pressure of my Lu family.

” Xin’er knows.”

Lu Wushen smiled happily, looking at George Han’s back, and smilingly said: “This son
is pretty good from back.”

“He looks a little bit.”

“No, I mean, he really does. Kind of the might of a true god.”

On the other end, the Ao family twins and Wang Wanzhi have already rushed non-stop
towards the Sleepy Dragon Valley, and in the camp, Ao Shi is also waiting anxiously…

Chapter 2260
He came to the tent and paced back and forth anxiously. The disciples stationed outside
the camp felt the extreme pressure inside the tent, sweating like rain.

“Report!”

Inside the tent, Ao Shi suddenly shouted out of the tent, and looking back, the two
brothers of the Ao family rushed in with important personnel such as Wang Wenzhi,
Xian Lingshitai, Ye Gucheng and his wife.

“Grandpa.”

“I have seen Mr. Ao .” “I have seen Mr.

God.” When the

heavy people saw Ao Shi, they knelt to worship. Ye Gucheng was even more excited. At
this time, he cleared his throat intentionally and tried his best Loudly shouted, trying to
attract Ao Shi’s attention.

“Get up all.” Ao Shi glanced at everyone and ordered.



“Yes.” Everyone nodded in unison, and then stood one by one.

“Grandpa, I don’t know what is important for you to call us urgently.” Ao Jin asked softly.

“Yes, grandpa. Alas, if you didn’t leave just now, we could still grab Lu Ruoxin’s yoke of
the gods. Now, Lu Ruoxin has taken everything back,” Ao Yi said regretfully.

People who don’t have EQ always make people embarrassed to speak, at least at this
moment Ao Shi is extremely embarrassed.

Ao Shi closed his eyes and calmed down his anger, but Wang Wanzhi hurriedly said at
this moment: “San Gongzi, everything is balanced.”

“Two inexplicable masters suddenly helped George Han, and the old thief Lu Wushen
was here. After seeing that Lu Ruoxin got the shackles of the gods, he suddenly turned
back and stopped joining me.” Ao Shi let out a sigh, somewhat depressed.

“If we fight alone on the top of the Blue Mountain, why don’t we worry about not getting
the shackles of God?” After that, Ao Shi was a little depressed.

“It’s a small thing to lose the shackles of the gods. What I’m afraid of is that in the future,
the things that will be lost are bigger and more.” Ye Gucheng interrupted.

Ao Shi nodded, but Wang Shuzhi’s eyes were quite disgusting. What did Ye Gucheng
mean by this, did he still not know?

“On the way I came, I saw the Fu family. You call it Ye Gucheng, right?”

“Yes, grandpa.”

“Go and find someone from the Fu family and say I have something to discuss.”

“Ah? Yes!”

Ye Gucheng didn’t understand Ao Shi’s intentions, and after a slight daze, he turned and
went out.

“Shen Lao, what is the so-called help family? I don’t understand it very well.” Wang said.

Ao Shi looked sad and said, “Naturally, it is for one person and for the future of the Ao
family. You will know when they come. After that, you order to go down, prepare some
good food and drink, and entertain them.”

“Yes.”

After saying this, Ao Shi set his sights on the two brothers of the Ao family. They
seemed to make do with it before, but now they look more and more unpleasant.



Although the second child Ao Jin has a better IQ, he is extremely impulsive , The eldest
third, Ao Yi, will not say anything, except for being domineering and doing nothing.

On the other hand, Lu Ruoxuan’s children are calm and alert. Needless to say, Lu
Ruoxin is not only smart and smart, but also a long life that will bring great benefits to the
top of the Blue Mountains.

I’m jealous.

On the other hand, there was a lot of movement on the top of the Blue Mountain. When
George Han stepped down, Lu Wushen personally went to Luo Lu’s house to heal
George Han’s injuries and prepare a dinner party.

Lu Ruoxin had the conversation of Lu Wushen, and in addition to the subtleties in his
heart, George Han also fulfilled his promise and gave her the yoke of the gods, and also
helped Lu Wushen to do his work.

Lu Ruoxuan’s face was frosty, and he was extremely busy, but it had nothing to do with
him, and he was really depressed.

“What are you doing in a daze?” At this moment, Lu Wushen walked over, watched a
large number of masters and doctors go into the tent of George Han, and laughed softly.

“Grandpa, Ruoxuan is not helping.” Lu Ruoxuan was upset again, naturally not daring to
show it in front of Lu Wushen.

“I’ve watched you grow up, what do you think Grandpa would not know?” Lu Wushen
smiled lightly and patted Lu Ruoxuan on the shoulder: “Xu is the grandfather of George
Han Zhangluo, and let my dear grandson

I’ve been left out in the cold, right.” Hearing Lu Wushen’s amiable tone, Lu Ruoxuan
nodded boldly: “Yes, Ruoxuan really doesn’t understand, I’m on the top of the blue
mountain, why would I be like this to someone with a foreign surname?

Fight hard .” “You don’t care about this, but you are afraid of losing your grandpa’s
favor.” Lu Wushen broke Lu Ruoxuan’s mind directly with a word, and then smiled softly:
“Silly boy, you only look at the outside, not the outside. “

Grandpa, what do you mean by that?”

“Grandpa deliberately recruited George Han as my Lu family’s son-in-law, and even
vigorously trained him to become a god of war, brave in the world.” Lu Wushen said
bluntly. Tao.

When Lu Ruoxuan heard this, he became even more depressed.

“But silly boy, no



matter how fierce the God of War is, it is also a siege pool, sitting in the real palace
strategizing, but you are in charge of the deployment.” “Grandpa, what do you mean…”
Lu Ruoxuan is so clever, that’s all.

“As you think.” Lu Wushen laughed.

Lu Ruoxuan suddenly understood and said happily: “Grandpa, there are a few first-class
doctors on my side, I will call them here.”

Lu Wushen smiled and nodded.

At this time, on the Fujia side, the eggplants that looked like frost were extremely
depressed, and Futian was even more…

Chapter 2261
Futian was even more depressed and flew up. This time, nothing was fished, but his
face was beaten and swollen in an instant, not to mention George Han was still alive. ,
The Fu Ye family felt extremely cold.

Betraying George Han, killing his disciples in his alliance, and participating in the
besieging of George Han, seems to be enough to help Ye Family to die.

The people in the Fu Ye family are all people who have seen George Han’s skills. They
are both depressed and panic. The more freezing the atmosphere, the more freezing
the atmosphere.

“Hehe, some people are really gods who know how to play, and they engage in
behind-the-scenes attacks. Now George Han is still alive. From today on, I don’t think
any of us want to sleep well.” Ye Jia, a certain Gao The more Guan thought about it, the
more depressed he couldn’t help cursing.

“Did you just not see it? The Blue Mountain Peak carried George Han into the account
with a specification second only to the patriarch. What about us? Haha, originally
George Han and us were allies, but some people didn’t cherish it at all. Instead, you
always said that the Fujia fell because of the true god’s fall, and bad luck. I think it’s
completely nonsense. The Fujia’s fall is basically the incompetence of the management
and the frequent wrong moves.”

Fujia Upon hearing this, the executives were suddenly dissatisfied, tilting their heads
very unconvinced, but none of them dared to refute, let alone how to refute.

Futian’s face is extremely gloomy, but no matter how great the anger is, he can only
shrink his head as a tortoise.

He is actually very depressed, why is this George Han doing this again and again? He is
just a trash, it is absolutely impossible for him to look away.



Could it be that heaven is going to kill me and help my family?

It is easy for a person to do something wrong, but it is extremely difficult for him to admit
his mistake, especially for people like Futian. Even if the reality keeps slapping his face,
he will never think it is his own reason. He can blame this, blame that, and even scold
God.

Blame the heavens and others, but so.

“Okay, now we are very difficult, do we have to have civil strife?” Fu Mei said at this time.

“You are ashamed to say that, as a wife of the Ye family, she has been spoiling and
helping the sky.” Someone muttered.

Fu Mei looked embarrassed, she really didn’t know what to say.

At this moment, someone from the Fu family suddenly discovered that Ye Gucheng was
leading a group of people galloping all the way from the direction of the sleepy fairy
valley.

“Ye Gucheng? What is this guy doing again?”

“Damn, isn’t it? Humiliating us has become his pleasure? Just like this, he came back to
look for us?” A

group of people suddenly became dissatisfied. Anger to Ye Gucheng came from their
hearts, and only when he hadn’t arrived would they have a chance to vent their anger.

Fu Mei was anxious. Although the Hongxing incident was forcibly rounded up by her, the
thief had no guilty conscience. If he came here specifically to humiliate the Fuye family,
he would be very likely that day. Mention again, and at that time…

just when he was anxious, Ye Gucheng had already rushed over with someone.

With an indescribable smile on Ye Gucheng’s face, he looked at Fumei thoroughly,
which not only made Fumei extremely embarrassed, but also made Ye Shijun frowned
and looked at Fumei suspiciously.

“Ye Gucheng, what else are you doing?” Futian stood up, angrily dissatisfied.

“Don’t worry, Lao Tzu is not interested in your Fu Ye family. If you are interested, too…”
Ye Gucheng did not finish speaking, but kept his eyes on Fu Mei’s body.

“Ye Gucheng, what on earth do you want to do?” Ye Shijun couldn’t bear it, and stood in
front of Fu Mei.



“Brother Ye, why are you doing this? We are all good brothers, aren’t we?” Ye Gucheng
smiled metaphorically. After saying this, he can stop: “Okay, let’s talk about business.
Please go to the Immortal Sea.

Let’s go to the camp.” Hearing Ye Gucheng’s invitation, Fu Ye’s group froze one by one,
and asked them to go over. What are you going to do?

“Ye Gucheng, do you know that you are inviting us over? It’s a pity that your attitude is
not like a request at all. We have something to do with Fu Ye and we will leave first.

“That’s right.”

You Fu Jia managed to seize the opportunity and quickly turned Ye Gucheng into the
army to relieve his talent.

The others were also very cooperative, turning their heads and leaving.

Upon seeing this, Ye Gucheng just smiled and did not linger. Instead, he turned around
and took people back all the way.

When he did this, a group of people from Fuye’s family suddenly lost their hearts. They
wanted to take the opportunity to make things difficult for him. How could he have
thought of this guy but turned around and left. Isn’t he afraid that he won’t be able to
explain it after returning?

“Ye Gucheng, are you afraid that you can’t explain it when you go back?” Someone
suddenly asked with dissatisfaction.

“It’s your freedom to go or not. I have brought my words, and it has nothing to do with
me.” Ye Gucheng finished speaking, and smiled: “It’s only a pity that Ao Shi, his old man,
kindly asked me to invite you to go, but you don’t appreciate it. . “

Fu day suddenly a wave, Ye Gucheng look to the left,” and so on! “:” What you just said
is the world Ao please our past?? “

Ye Gucheng chuckled, do not answer, self-serving back Go.

“What is Dute doing in a daze?” Futian suddenly laughed and said loudly, here is the
opportunity? !

Chapter 2262
Futian shouted, and everyone was immediately overjoyed.

The true god of the immortal seas personally sent someone to invite, what is this
concept? !



This is the concept they want to send to help the family.

Thinking of this, Futian suddenly smiled proudly, as if he had returned to the ranks of the
True God Family.

Seeing that many Fuye executives are already eager to go to Ye Gucheng, Futian pulls
his collar and pretends to be forced, and sighs: “Although Ao Shizhenshen sincerely
invited us, but still Go back.”

“Patriarch Fu, what are you doing?” A senior executive of the Ye family suddenly asked
in a hurry.

“Yeah, people Ao Zhenshen invited us, why don’t we go?”

“Yeah, yeah!” The

executives of the Ye family were anxious and suspicious. I really don’t know how Futian
would give up such a great opportunity.

Even the executives of Fujia were all puzzled and puzzled at this time.

At this time, Futian sighed pretensely, shook his head, looked at the crowd, and said:
“The true god Ao Shi is one of the strongest people in the world, and he can be
summoned by him personally. I am afraid that there are not many in this world. I believe
that there are only a handful of foreigners who can be summoned by him. This is an
honor and affirmation for us to help the family. However, what you said just now really
makes sense. The help is incompetent. The lack of governance has not only wobbly my
support for the family, but also dragged down the Ye family. How can I take everyone to
see True God Ao?”

“That’s right, we are now in civil strife, and we are going to the immortal sea. Isn’t that
embarrassing? I see, the top priority is indeed to go back to Tianhu City to re-elect the
patriarch. As for other things, let’s talk about it later. “Futian, there are executives who
support Futian suddenly understand what Futian means. , Dang Even voicing support.

“It’s really time to go back and self-reflection. If you want to settle on the outside, you
must first settle on the inside.”

Even if you don’t support Futian or are dissatisfied with him, it is clear at this time that
Futian must be the main one in the struggle with the Ye Family, otherwise it will only be
them who suffer.

Seeing most people in the Fu family say this, the executives of the Ye family blushed
and turned white.

Everyone knows that Futian is acting here, but there is no way to break it directly. The
key is to accompany him in the performance. After all, they have named him to help the
family.



“Patriarch Fu, what are you talking about? Alas, everyone is depressed for a while, so
we can say anything without going through our brains. In fact, we regret it when we are
finished.”

“Yes, Chief Fu helped Ye two for us .” Family, it can be said that it’s only after the death
of the

patriarch who has worked hard , and where can there be any incompetence? Everyone
is just a momentary nonsense, you must not take it seriously.” “Actually, the patriarch Fu
has a very good governance. We Fuye. The coalition forces are also sitting on the two
cities and occupying one side, and these are what the patriarch Fu led us to do.
According to me, the patriarch’s contribution is unparalleled.”

“What nonsense was there before , patriarch you help? As long as the adults don’t
remember the villains, in the future, I will only look after you.”

“Yes, if anyone says anything about helping the patriarch to step down, then don’t blame
me,

Ye, for being unkind.” The attitudes of the executives of the Ye family changed. As a
compliment, Futian’s mood was uplifted. It has been a long time since he had been so
popular among stars. This allowed him to regain his dream of returning to the pinnacle
of helping his family.

It’s more than a cool one, it’s just like you can’t put it down.

Futian cleared his throat, satisfied with the pretense, nodded pretendingly, “Well, since
everyone is a family, everyone said that, I don’t need to talk about other things, let’s Go.”

“Okay.”

Everyone was happy in unison, and then under the leadership of Futian, Pi Dian Pi Dian
caught up with Ye Gucheng, who had already gone far away.

Seeing the support of his family from the rear, Ye Gucheng sneered. A bunch of bed
bugs pretended to be forceful in front of him. Isn’t this still catching up?

Futian didn’t care about Ye Gucheng’s disdain. Anyway, the thigh he wanted was not Ye
Gucheng, but Ao Shi.

In the trapped fairy valley, Fu Mang and the others still dragged their scarred bodies into
the valley. For nothing else, they just wanted to find a little bit of information about
Amelia Su in the rumors, but until a group of people had already arrived in the valley,
they found nothing.

In the Valley of the Valley, apart from flowers, plants, trees, mountains and running
water, not to mention human beings, even animals are rarely seen.



“Commander Fu, we have checked around and found nothing. Moreover, depending on
the surrounding situation, it is not possible for people or Tibetans to live here.” The
subordinates reported at this time.

“Could it be that the news is wrong?” Fu Mang looked at Bai Xiaosheng.

“Anything can’t come from nowhere. Either it’s true, or there is some purpose or
conspiracy, but we have been in the valley for so long, but we haven’t seen any signs of
ambush.”   Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng shook his head.

“You mean, how likely is this to be reliable?” Fu Mang said.

Jianghu Bai Xiaosheng nodded: “I don’t know, but 3000 years ago was good to us. Even
if he died, Amelia Su and Han Nian would have to find them if we tried our best. I mean,
let’s not let it go. Any possible opportunity.”

“Well, brothers, work harder and look around. There was a huge explosion in the Dragon
Mountain. I am afraid there will be troubles. It is not appropriate to stay here for long.
Let’s find clues and leave here as soon as possible.” Fu Mang gritted his teeth. ,
Decided to take a chance.

Everyone nodded and began to search for Yanzhong.

At this time, the front of the camp in the immortal sea area was full of excitement.

Fu, who came to hear day, Ao world unprecedented off-balance to meet in person, to
see Rotary day, Ao world music together not open mouth:. “Fu-day patriarch, heard so
much, Ao beneath much of a welcome ah”

Ao By the side of the world, the senior officials of the Ao family and Yaoshen Pavilion
were all standing in two rows, really wondering what Ao Shi wanted to do.

It’s just rubbish like rubbish to help Yeh two families. Why does the old man himself
need to be like this? !

“Haha, I have met Lao Ao. Lao Ao deserves to be the leading true god of my eight
directions. I am fortunate to see Lao Ao’s body today. It’s really glorious to help.” Futian
said with a compliment.

Futian smiled, and a group of Fuye executives behind him also quickly lost their smiles,
and Ye Shijun and Fumei stood in the front.

“Okay, the Fu family and the Ye family are worthy of my veteran family from all
directions. The soldiers are strong and they are really good. Come, I have ordered
people to prepare wine, food and delicacies. Let’s drink and sing together.” Ao Shi haha
  laughed. .



Hearing this, the Fuye family’s eyes were glaring, and Ao Shi personally accompanied
him to dinner. What kind of specification is this? Isn’t it a bit worse than that of George
Han at the top of the Blue Mountain, right? !

However, what is the purpose of Aoshi’s move? !
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